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Abstract
The recovery of high-quality valuable end products from the whey is a very important industrial process. Ultrafiltration (UF) followed by diafiltration (DF) process improves the
recovered protein content in powder and the washing lactose/minerals contents of the concentrate stream in the cheese whey filtration. The aim of this study is to investigate the
UD ceramic membrane performance followed by DF with experimental and real-time model results. The experiments conducted by applying UF as the pre-concentration step and
two intermittent feed diafiltration (IFD) cycles with disc ceramic membrane having 15kDa molecular weight. Firstly, at the pre-concentration step, the volume concentration factor
(VCF) were performed at 1.4, 2.0 and 3.3 ratios. It was observed that the concentrations of whey components increased in the concentrate stream with the increasing of VCF during
the UF process. Secondly, two IFD cycles were performed experimentally. The mathematical model for DF yield calculation was applied with real-time function. Thirdly, the fouling
experiments were conducted during the overall process steps and three models were used for fouling parameters calculation. By applying the IFD process at the optimum VCF value,
the protein percentage could be increased up to 33% in the concentrate stream.

1. Introduction
Cheese whey can be defined as a by-product of the cheese manufacturing
consists of different components such as protein, lactose, minerals and fat
[1]. Membrane technologies in the cheese whey processing lead to great
benefits from its end products, especially the protein. Membrane processes
are applicable for fractionation/separation of cheese whey components [2,3].
Ultrafiltration (UF) process are the most important membrane technology and
have the ability to concentrate any substance with molecular weight between 1
to 1,000 kDa [4] especially for concentrating the whey protein. UF membranes
are performed by applying a specific pressure in order to separate the particles
according to their sizes [5] and molecular weight. In case of separation of
whey components, by using UF process, the protein and fat can be recovered
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with accumulating on the surface or the pores of membrane as the retentate
while lactose, minerals and water pass through the membrane pores as the
permeate by using particular driven pressure [5]. The main applications of
UF process in dairy industry are to separate protein from cheese whey and
for cheese production after milk ultrafiltration process [4]. Whey protein
concentrate (WPC) and whey protein isolate (WPI) are main products
produced from whey by using membrane technologies [6]. These products
have some great potential in dairy products as well as in nutritional foods,
confectionery, processed meats, bakery products, dietetic foods, infant
formula and pharmaceuticals products [7]. Volumetric concentration factor
(VCF) is an important parameter at UF operation which should be control in
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order to obtain the desired percentage of WPC. VCF can be defined as the
ratio of feed volume of the whey to the remained volume from concentrated
stream [8]. WPC with 35% protein content (WPC-35) can be obtained by
operating the UF process with VCF as 4.5-7.0 while VCF should be increased
in between 13-20 to produce whey protein concentrate with 60% protein
content (WPC-60). On the other hand, WPC could be enhanced to 75-80 % of
protein content by increasing VCF to a ratio of 30-35 by using combination of
UF and DF [6]. On the other hand, the protein percentage in total solids of
whey can be increased to reach 90% in order to produce WPI by using
microfiltration as a pretreatment before UF and DF to treat the bacteria and to
reduce the fat present in whey to ≤1.0% [6,7].
DF (diafiltration) can be defined as a modified UF process conducted by
adding water to the feed solution in order to wash out the excess small
particles that can pass through the UF membrane such as minerals and lactose
in case of using the whey as a feed [5]. DF may be considered as water
consumption process, so some parameters should be controlled in order to
conserve the water for preventing the operation cost. The method of adding
water during DF process is very important point in that purpose. The water
should be added with less volumes repeatedly rather than a large volume once
in order to enhance the separation performance and conserve the water used
[8,9]. However, VCF ratio is another important parameter to be controlled by
applying pre-concentration step as UF process before DF with a maximum
acceptable level of VCF ratio in order to concentrate the whey to the most
possible limit which leads to minimize the water used [9]. Furthermore, the
number of DF cycles used after UF is very effective parameter in term of
protein purification and concentration and for washing out minerals and low
molecular weight particles [6,10]. Different modes could be used in order to
apply DF process. Choosing the suitable mode depends on the volume and
time needed to accomplish this process. The main DF modes are continuous
and intermittent feed (discontinuous) DF. Furthermore, discontinuous DF can
be classified into two types which are sequential dilution and volume
reduction modes [10]. This mode is commonly used in laboratory scale
because of its simplicity [10]. However, it has better performance when it
applies with high number of DF cycles and small water volume addition [6].
Discontinuous diafiltration by using sequential dilution method conducts with
adding water to dilute the feed solution to the required volume. Thereafter,
ultrafiltration applies to the diluted feed solution in order to concentrate it to
the initial volume. The same procedure is applied with multiple DF cycles to
reach to the required removal efficiency of salts or low molecular weight
particles as well as to reach the maximum protein purification. The main
advantage of sequential dilution mode is to enhance the permeate flux by
decreasing the feed solution viscosity through the dilution [10]. The main
benefit of volume reduction mode is that the water using for DF process is
about the half of that needed during sequential dilution mode. At this mode,
UF process is used before DF which leads to reduce the initial volume [10].
Baldasso et al. [8] were used a pilot scale spiral polyethersulfone membrane
with 10kDa MWCO to purify and concentrate the protein in whey by
applying UF followed by discontinuous DF. They found that high VCF value
with less DF cycles gives better results comparing with low VCF and high DF
cycles, in term of purification and concentration of protein as well as
decreasing lactose content. Continuous diafiltration is conducted by water
addition to the concentrate or retentate with a flow rate equal to the permeate
flow rate generated. Since the protein is the most important valuable
component to be used in different food industries as well as in infant
formulas, so it is necessary to improve the protein and decrease the lactose
and minerals contents in the cheese whey. For this purpose, the aim of this
study is to apply the UF followed by intermittent feed diafiltration (IFD)
process at the optimum VCF to enhance the protein content and wash out the
lactose in the concentrate stream to obtain good quality of end products from
cheese whey. The required protein concentration in concentrate in this study
is 30% (WPC-30) to be used as animal feed. The overall performance of
process was evaluated with experiments and mathematical models.

Acidic cheese whey in liquid form was obtained from real scale milk
powder manufacturer in Turkey. The cheese whey was used after centrifuge
process and fat extraction. It was ordered two periods with some differences
of its characteristics. Table 1 illustrates the measured parameters of raw acidic
cheese whey at two times during experiments. Firstly, the whey was used in
VCF optimization experiments. Second whey sample was used in preconcentration step (i.e. UF mode) and IFD experiments.

2. Materials and methods

During the all experiments, the feed (i.e. cheese whey) temperature was
set at constant value (40±2oC) with hot plate and temperature controller.
Trans membrane pressure (TMP) was set as 3 bar throughout the experiments.
The samples were taken from the feed at the beginning of experiment, the
permeate which is collected separately and the concentrate which is returned
to the feed tank. The flux was calculated by collecting the permeate on digital
balance with time interval of one-minute by the following equation:

2.1. Ceramic disc ultrafiltration membrane
Commercial ceramic membrane with 15kDa molecular weight cut-off
(MWCO) obtained from Sterlitech Corporation (WA, USA). The membrane
has diameter as 90 mm, thickness as 2.5 mm and surface area as 52.8 cm 2.
The active layer of 15kDa membrane is made of Zirconia (ZrO2). Ceramic
membrane holder with 90 mm diameter had been obtained from Sterlitech
Corporation (CELLULEDIS90VT).
2.2. Whey properties

Table 1
Acidic cheese whey characteristics.
Parameters

Unit

Whey 1

Whey 2

pH

-

4.45 ± 0.04

3.64 ± 0.09

Electrical Conductivity (EC)

mS/cm

9.21 ± 0.05

8.40 ± 0.06

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

g/l

65.5 ± 1.0

53.0 ± 1.0

Total Solids (TS)

g/l

54.0 ± 1.5

48.2 ± 0.2

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

g/l

3.1 ± 0.04

2.3 ± 0.05

Protein

g/l

1.35 ± 0.3

3.64 ± 0.15

Lactose (LT)

g/l

33.0 ± 3.0

33.0 ± 2.0

Lactic Acid (LA)

g/l

4.3 ± 0.3

12.2 ± 0.5

Minerals (TDS)

g/l

5.89 ± 0.03

5.38 ± 0.04

LA/LT

-

0.1

0.2

2.3. Analytical methods
WTW series Inolab pH-EC meter was used for pH and electrical
conductivity measurement. COD was measured by photometric method (COD
cell test, Merck) with Merck Millipore SpectroquantProve 600 series UV/VIS
spectrophotometer (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and Thermoreactor
incubator (Spectroquant TR320, Merck) was used for the digestion step. Total
solid and total suspended solids analysis were conducted by standard method
(Code 2540 B. Total Solids Dried at 103–105°C; and Code 2540 D. Total
Suspended Solids Dried at 103–105°C). Total protein was measured by using
Lowry method. Liquid chromatography (HPLC) (DGU-20AS, SHIMADZU)
was used for lactose and lactic acid measurement. Some chemicals were used
for different analysis and cleaning purposes. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA),
Folin and Ciocalteu's phenol reagent (2N), di-Sodium Tartrate
C4H4O6Na2.2(H2O), Copper (II) Sulfate pentahydrate CuSO4.5(H2O), Sodium
Carbonate Na2CO3 and Sodium Hydroxide NaOH were used for protein
analysis. For chemical cleaning of membranes, Sodium Hydroxide NaOH and
Phosphoric acid H3PO4 (85%) were used.
2.4. Experimental system
The experimental system in laboratory scale as shown in Figure 1
consists of disc type ceramic membrane cross flow filtration holder (Model
CELLULEDIS90VT, Sterlitech Corporation, Kent, WA). In addition, the
filtration system comprises of magnetic stirrer and hot plate (Heidolph, HeiTec), peristaltic pump (Filttec, FPP-1), pump head (Filttec, PH-II3), pressure
valve and gauge and precision scale (AND, FX-5000i) connected to
computer.
2.5. Filtration procedure

(1)
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Fig. 1. A general scheme of the cross flow filtration system.

where J (L/m2.h) is the permeate flux, ∆m (g) is the amount of permeate
collected at particular time interval, ρ (g/cm3) is the feed density, A (m2) is the
membrane surface area and ∆t (minute) is the particular time interval.

(6)

2.6. Diafiltration Experiment
At the end of filtration, the overall yield ( ) is calculated with Eq. 7.
Firstly, three different VCF values (1.4, 2.0 and 3.3) were operated at UF
mode for obtaining the maximum protein. The permeate sample was collected
separately for each VCF step in order to avoid any accumulation might be
happened and could affect the permeate quality. After optimum VCF
selection, the IFD experiments were operated in order to enhance end product
quality of the whey. Diafiltration concept is to start with pre-concentration
step with the required VCF value, followed by number of DF cycles by
discontinuously adding specific amount of distilled water to the feed stream.
The permeate stream was collected separately while the concentrated stream
was returned to the feed tank. Samples were taken from feed, permeate and
concentrate stream for each step (UF, DF1 and DF2). Flux was calculated by
using the Eq. 1 mentioned previously.
Secondly, the yield of IFD process was calculated according to the model
study done by Wang et al. [11]. Three steps of filtration were determined by
microsolute concentration change in concentrate stream and volumetric
change of permeate. In the pre-concentration step, the interaction between C
and V is calculated with Eq. 2 at different P values (Eq. 3).

(2)

(3)

Co, Cp and C are the initial concentration of microsolute in the feed (g/L), the
concentration of microsolute in the permeate (g/L) and the concentration of
microsolute in the concentrate (g/L), respectively. V and Vo are the
accumulated volume of permeate (L) and the initial volume of feed (L),
respectively. P is the permeation/passage coefficient of microsolute (%). In
the IFD steps, the relationship between C and V is calculated with Eq. 4.

(4)

m, a and b values are the times of feed washing solution, volume
concentration ratio in pre-concentration step (L/L) and volume dilution ratio
in DF (L/L), respectively. a is calculated with Vd/Vo and Vd is the retentate
volume at the end of pre-concentration step. b is calculated with Vw/Vd and Vw
is the washing solution volume fed to retentate every time.
The real-time relationship of yield () and V is obtained from Eq. 5 and
Eq. 6 at pre-concentration step and IFD cycles, respectively.

(5)

(7)
n is the overall times of feed washing solution in DF step.
Fouling experiment with resistance in series model, MFI and UMFI
models were performed for IFD mode. Firstly, the resistance in series model
was applied according to Darcy's law and by follow Eq. 8 below [12].
(8)
where J is the flux (m/sec), P is the transmembrane pressure (Pa), µ is the
dynamic viscosity (Pa.sec) and R is the membrane resistance (m-1).
Five steps were followed sequentially to conduct the fouling experiment
depending on resistance in series model. Firstly, the distilled water was
filtered throw a fresh ceramic membrane for 30 min. at room temperature.
Secondly, UF of cheese whey was applied for 60 min. after heating it to 40±2
o
C followed by DF with VCF=2 for each cycle by adding distilled water with
volume equal to remained volume in concentrate stream. Number of cycles
applied were depending on stability of experimental flux which was two
cycles. In the third step, distilled water was filtered for 30 min. at room
temperature before membrane cleaning. Fourth step was filtering the distilled
water at room temperature for 30 min. after physically cleaning of the
membrane. In the last step, filtration of distilled water was applied at room
temperature for 30 min. after chemically cleaning of the membrane.
The chemicals used during the chemical cleaning of the fouled
membranes were 0.1N NaOH as a base chemical to remove the organic
substances and 0.04N of 85% H3PO4 as an acid chemical to remove the
inorganic substances. Cleaning the fouled membranes with NaOH was
applied for 30 min. at 85 oC while H3PO4 was applied for 15 min. at 50 oC.
The distilled water was used after each base and acid chemical cleaning of the
membranes to neutralize pH. However, before using the cleaned membranes
in any filtration experiment, they should be kept overnight in distilled water.
Two other models were used to investigate the fouling mechanism which are
Membrane Fouling Index (MFI) and Unified Membrane Fouling Index
(UMFI). MFI model was calculated by following the procedure of Farizoglu
and Keskinler [13] who they mentioned Eq. 9 in their study in order to
calculate specific cake resistance
(9)
where α (m/kg) is specific cake resistance, µ is dynamic viscosity (Pa.sec),
CTS (mg/l) is total solids concentration of feed, ∆P (kPa) is transmembrane
pressure.
UMFI model is the revised version of Hermia model which was
improved to determine the membrane fouling mechanism. In order to
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calculate UMFI model, the procedure from Huang et al. [14] had been
followed with Eq. 10 where J′s (J/Jo) is normalized specific flux.

(10)

3.

Results and discussions

3.1. Optimum VCF selection
Figure 2 shows the permeate volume collected during the experiment
with 15kDa MWCO of the membrane at three VCF values. During the
filtration period, the permeate volume increased with time or with increasing
of VCF. It was observed that the time needed to reach the required VCF of
15kDa is near to 6 h. In Rezaei et al. [15] study, they showed that the
permeate volume of whey increased with the increasing the time period
throughout the microfiltration experiment by using polymeric membrane.
According to the slope value for each stage of the filtration process, it was
observed that the permeate volume increased faster at the first VCF value
(VCF=1.4) as the accumulation of the whey ingredients on the membrane
surface still in the initial step. On the other hand, the permeate volume
collection started to slow down at the final stage of the filtration process as
the membrane was fouled with the whey compounds especially with the
protein.
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inside the membrane during the filtration period. This increase is the same as
the protein behavior which is affecting the total solids content during the
ultrafiltration experiment [8].
Figure 3-c shows the total solids behavior with the VCF value during
ultrafiltration process. It is clear that the total solids concentration is
increasing with the increasing of the VCF value throughout the experiment.
This expected increasing of total solids because of increasing the protein and
lactose concentration which are the main components of the total solids.
In terms of COD, Figure 3-d shows the COD concentration of the cheese
whey at feed (VCF=1) and concentrate stream with three different VCF value.
It was observed that the COD value in the concentrate stream is increasing
with the increasing of the VCF value. The COD increased from 65 g/l at feed
to 79 g/l at VCF=3.3 in the concentrate stream. As the lactose is the main
sources of COD in the cheese whey [17], the rejection of the lactose on the
membrane surface could be the reason of COD increasing in the concentrate
stream as Cuartas-Uribe et al. [18] study proved this increasing.
Referring to Figure 3-e, the electrical conductivity showed a slight
increasing with the increasing of the VCF (i.e. increasing experiment time).
The EC increased from 9.4 mS/cm to 10.2 mS/cm after 6 h of the
ultrafiltration experiment or when the VCF reached to 3.3. The increasing of
the electrical conductivity was not significant and this result is in line with
Iltchenco et al. [19] study as they found that the electrical conductivity of
whey in feed and concentrate stream after ultrafiltration experiment was
almost the same.
As a final result from this step, VCF=3.3 showed better results in terms
of high protein in the concentrate stream which is suitable to be used in the
DF experiment for flux behavior and end product quality studies.
3.2. Diafiltration Experiment with IFD mode
3.2.1. Flux curve

Fig. 2. Permeate volume curve for different VCF values of 15kDa membrane.

Figure 4 shows the flux curve during pre-concentration step and two DF
cycles experiment by using 15kDa ceramic membrane. Pre-concentration step
was conducted with VCF of 3.3 while for DF(1) and DF(2) the VCF was 2.
The experiment started with UF mode at VCF of 3.3 and it was observed that
the experiment started with a flux value of 14.7 L/m 2.h and reached to 1.9
L/m2.h at the end of step which was taken 984 min. A significant increasing in
flux occurred with the starting of first DF cycle once distilled water added and
it reached to 3.0 L.m2/h. This could be explained as TS concentration in the
concentrate stream decreased with the adding of distilled water which will
leads to decrease the membrane fouling and increase the flux [20]. For the
second DF, there was not an increasing in flux after adding water. At the end
of DF(1), the flux started to be in a steady state with a value of 1.7 L/m 2.h at
the end of DF(2) or end of the experiment. The experiment took around 26 h
to accomplish UF and two DF cycles. The same behavior of flux in the first
DF was observed in Tremblay-Marchand et al. [20] study, when they found
that the flux decreased in the beginning of filtration experiment while it
increased once they added tap water to the skim milk during DF step.
3.2.2. The model of yield of IFD process

The concentrations of cheese whey in the concentrate stream at different
VCF ratios are shown in Figure 3 (a-e). The VCF=1 refers to the feed at the
beginning of the experiment while the other VCF refer to the concentrate
stream of the cheese whey during the ultrafiltration process. Whey protein
could be maximized in the concentrate part by increasing VCF value during
the filtration process [16]. Increasing the protein content in the concentrate
stream is one of the main purposes in this study to be reached in order to
achieve the good separation performance of the cheese whey components.
Referring to Figure 3-a, protein concentration in concentrate stream is
increasing with the increasing of VCF value and reach to the maximum
concentration as 9.9 g/l at VCF equal to 3.3 while the lower concentration
value was observed at VCF of 1.4 for 15kDa membrane. In Baldasso et al. [8]
study, they found that the concentration of protein increased throughout the
time of the experiment in ultrafiltration process which in turns leads to
increasing of total solids content.
In terms of lactose as shown in Figure 3-b, its concentration in
concentrate stream increased with the increasing of VCF from 1.4 to 3.3.
However, there was a decreasing in lactose concentration between the feed
and the first VCF value (VCF=1.4) which can be explained as the most of the
lactose flow to the permeate stream as the membrane pores are still opened at
the beginning of the experiment. The lactose concentration increasing from
35.3 g/l at VCF of 1.4 to 39.2 g/l at VCF of 3.3 in concentrate stream. This
increasing may occur as the lactose was accumulating more on the surface or

The curves C/Co-V/Vo of pre-concentration step and DF steps is given in
Figure 5. The a value was found as 0.3 and b values were calculated as 0.67
and 0.5 at DF(1) and DF(2), respectively. The reason of different b values
was the volume reduction between DF cycles. The C/Co-V/Vo graph was
formed as related with different P values. As seen from Figure 5, the filtrate
volume reached to 0.7Vo, 0.9Vo and 1.03Vo at the pre-concentration step,
DF(1) and DF(2) respectively. At pre-concentration step, C/Co in concentrate
stream reached 1.0 for P value=100%. It means that all microsolutes passed to
permeate stream and CP was equivalent to Co. Therefore, as experimentally,
the ratio of lactose concentration in permeate stream (CP) and initial lactose
concentration (Co) was found as 1.15. It means that the real permeation
coefficient of 15kDa ceramic membrane was 94% at pre-concentration step.
The ceramic membrane can provide this high permeation value. At the end of
DF cycles, the real C/Co ratios were calculated as 0.81 and 0.71 for DF(1)
and DF(2), respectively. It means that the ultrafiltration can wash the great
ratio of lactose at pre-concentration step however two DF cycles were not
enough for washing all lactose concentration. The permeation ratio reached to
theoretically almost 80% (as shown in Figure 6) at each cycle.
The interaction of ξ and V with different P values is shown in Figure 7.
The maximum yield was found as 88% for P value=100% in DF(2). The yield
reached to maximum increase trend at DF (2) cycle.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 3. Concentration in concentrate stream of (a) Protein (b) Lactose (c) Total solids (d) COD (e) Electrical conductivity with different VCF values for 15kDa MWCO.

According to end product quality, percentage of cheese whey component
was investigated in concentrate stream and good quality of cheese whey end
product was observed in terms of high protein and low lactose when VCF of
UF was equal to 3.3 and the DF cycles was 2 by using 15kDa ceramic
membrane and accomplished under feed temperature of 40 oC. The lactose
content was partially washed out after DF experiment. On the other hand, the
required percentage of protein in the concentrate stream was achieved with
33% at the end of DF(2) (i.e. protein increased by 4.8 folds from its original
content in the feed). In Baldasso et al. [8] study, they applied VCF=6 in UF
experiment and 4 DF cycles when they could increase the protein percentage
to reach 71% and decrease the lactose to 29% in the concentrate stream by
using pilot scale polymeric membrane. In terms of fat content, by having fats
in the feed, it could be concentrated with the protein as it has a large molecule

size and could negatively affected the end product quality. In that case, the
feed should be fat free as much as possible by applying centrifugation process
as a pretreatment step. For minerals content, as a concentration, it could be
washed out by almost the half of its original concentration by applying DF.
However, more washing out might be reached by increasing the DF cycles as
much as possible. Minerals percentages were almost stable during the
diafiltration experiment. Generally, in DF mode, minerals could be reduced
by 99% but it needs higher DF cycles and higher distilled water volume to be
added. Theoretically, the percentages for cheese whey components after
diafiltration experiment might be the same percentages after spray drying
process in the powder form of whey. However, spray drying results need to be
checked in order to know the exact quality of the end product of the whey.
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Fig. 4. Flux curve of DF experiment with two DF cycles and 3.3VCF of UF.

Fig. 5. The relationship between C/Co and V/Vo.

Fig. 6. The graph of last C/Co values related with different P value.
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Fig. 7. ξ and V/Vo relationship graph at different P values.

3.2.3.

Determination of fouling parameters

Figure 8 shows the changing of total resistance (RT) with the time during
the diafiltration experiment with 15kDa ceramic membrane. The total
resistance started to increase during the experiment as the membrane started
to be fouled with the cheese whey throughout the time. This can be explained
according to increasing of concentration polarization which in turns leads to
solids deposition on the surface or inside the pores of the membrane results in
increasing of the polarized layer thickness causing a permeation resistance
[8,21,22]. Total resistance was observed as 2.4x1014 m-1 for 15kDa membrane
at the end of UF experiment. At the end of experiment (i.e. after two DF
cycles), the total resistance was increased to 5.15x10 14 for 15kDa membrane.
On the other hand, the results from MFI and UMFI models showed that
there is an effect of the fouling mechanism on the ceramic membrane. Table 2
illustrated the values of α, MFI and UMFI for 15kDa membrane after second
diafiltration experiment. In Barukcic et al. [23] study, they found that the total
resistance was increasing throughout the microfiltration process time
whatever the pore size of the membrane.
Figure 9 shows the changing of flux decline ratio (FDR) with the time
during the diafiltration experiment with 15kDa membrane. The FDR was
started as 1 from the beginning of the experiment with the first minute.
During the experiment, FDR value started to decrease as the membrane

started to be fouled with the cheese whey throughout the time due to
deposition of the total solids. There was a sharp decreasing in the first hour of
the UF experiment as most of the solids in the whey especially the protein
accumulating inside the membrane. On the other hand, after 2 diafiltration
cycles the FDR was almost steady. FDR was observed as 0.24 for 15kDa at
the end of UF after 60 minutes. However, the FDR was decreased to 0.11 for
15kDa at the end of the experiment.

Table 2
α, MFI, UMFI values after DF (2) with 8kDa and 15kDa MWCO.
DF (2)
MWCO

α (m/kg)

MFI

UMFI

25x106

344

3.86x108
15kDa

(r2=0.996)

Fig. 8. Total resistance values at different stage of DF experiment for 15kDa membrane.
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Fig. 9. Flux decline ratio at different stages of DF experiment for 15kDa membrane.

4. Conclusions
During this study, different findings were obtained in terms of VCF
optimization by ultrafiltration process and the yield calculation of UF+DF
cycles and fouling mechanism after diafiltration process. It was found that
increasing of VCF for 15kDa ceramic membrane leads to increasing protein
concentration in the concentrate stream. By applying filtration experiment
with VCF of 3.3 with 15kDa membrane, maximum protein concentration of
9.9 g/l was reached in the concentrate stream. Furthermore, apply higher VCF
values to get higher end product quality in term of whey components is one of
the future studies to be improved.
In the diafiltration experiment, increasing in the flux was observed once
distilled water added in the first DF cycle while the flux remained stable in
the following DF cycle. On the other hand, the percentage of protein
increased with the increasing of diafiltration cycles while the percentage of
lactose decreased in concentrate stream. By applying VCF of 3.3 in the UF
before diafiltration and conducting two diafiltration cycles, promising quality
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